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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
Introduction
Electricity is the most versatile and easily controlled form of
energy. At the point of use, it is practically loss-free and essentially
non-polluting. At the point of generation, it can be produced clean with
entirely renewable methods, such as wind, water and sunlight. There
are countless ways to produce electricity, but all differ in terms of
durability, efficiency and the availability of the resources. To maintain
the life of the human community, and in order to facilitate the life,
many important inventions were discovered. There is no doubt that
the most important of these inventions is electricity, which we depend
on in the current modern time.
A magnet is a piece of iron that has its component atoms so
ordered that the material exhibits properties of magnetism, such as
attracting other iron-containing objects or aligning itself in an external
magnetic field. A magnet is the most fundamental component for most
household items and hardware, due to it capability to produce an
electric charge and for music, the transfer of sounds, this is all possible
due to our knowledge of electromagnetic induction. The discovery of
electromagnetic induction is very important in our lives because it is
the principle by which electric generators can make electricity.
Through the use of magnets, a generator can convert mechanical
energy to electrical energy and provide electricity that we need for so
many things.
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The battery is part of society’s everyday life. An electric battery
is a device consisting of one or more electrochemical cells with
external connections provided to power electrical devices such as
flashlights, smartphones, and electric cars. When a battery is
supplying electric power, its positive terminal is the cathode and its
negative terminal is the anode. The terminal marked negative is the
source of electrons that when connected to an external circuit will flow
and deliver energy to an external device. The most common day-today type of battery that people use is the common alkaline batteries.
Batteries serves as the backbone for every electrical device that lacks
a load needed in order to operate.
The Philippines in general lacks an appropriate power source and
the innovation to provide a new power source to mitigate a power
crisis. The shortage is part of a decades-old weakness in the Philippine
power sector. Ever since the government mothballed the country's sole
nuclear plant post-Chernobyl in 1986, without an atom being split, the
Philippines has struggled to get ahead of its energy curve. Electricity
companies are viewing the shortage as an opportunity, in a country
where

demand

seemingly

never

fails

to

outstrip

supply.

The

Department of Energy estimates that national capacity will double to
nearly 26,000 megawatts by 2030 still 3,500 megawatts less than
predicted demand.
Background of the Study
The Philippines is depending on oil for a huge percent. Knowing
that the Philippines is not rich in oil and more on natural resources, it
is still rich in mineral deposits. Except for petroleum and a number of
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metals, mineral resources abound in Philippine soil. The country’s
mineral deposits can be classified into metals and non-metals. Our
metal deposits are estimated at 21.5 billion metric tons, while nonmetal deposits are projected at 19.3 billion metric tons. Nickel ranks
first in terms of deposits and size, it is found in Surigao del Norte,
Davao, Palawan, Romblon and Samar. Iron is found in Ilocos Norte,
Nueva

Ecija,

Camarines

Norte

and

Cotabato.

While

copper

in

Zambales, Batangas, Mindoro, Panay and Negros. Among non-metal
deposits, the most abundant are cement, lime, and marble. Other nonmetals include asbestos, clay, guano, asphalt, feldspar, sulfur, talc,
silicon, phosphate, and marble.
The electricity sector in the Philippines provides electricity
through power generation, transmission, and distribution to many
parts of the Philippines. The Philippines is divided into three electrical
grids, one each for Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao. Power generation in
the Philippines is not considered as a public utility operation, which
means interested parties do not need to secure a congressional
franchise to operate a power generation company. However, power
generation is regulated by the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC)
who must issue a certificate of compliance to interested parties to
ensure that the standards set forth in the Electric Power Industry
Reform Act of 2001 (EPIRA) are followed.
Technological Institute of the Philippines-Quezon City (TIP-Q.C.)
is one of the educational establishments that thrive in electrical
consumption. Keeping in mind that most of our modern day-to-day
living revolves around electricity. Sources of electricity may vary and
some may be depleted in the long. In general, Electricity in the
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Philippines is produced from various sources such as coal, oil, natural
gas, biomass, hydroelectric, solar, wind, and geothermal sources. Our
country allocates resources, especially coal which is vital for the power
generation of our local power plants. Knowing that the Philippines is
abundant in natural resources and not much on oil, the general
markets make use of these resources to turn in to profitable
electricity. TIP-Q.C. uses localized electricity from companies that
manages these kind of power distribution all throughout its consumers.
So, if ever the power supply was massively disrupted or affected, our
area of conducting the research will also be affected, thus electricity is
an overall general concept that may not only affect the parameters
that the communities are in, but the people living in general.
This study focuses on electromagnetism as a means of longlasting power source for public use. The possibility of creating a motor
based on the magnetic fields produced by magnets is high, keeping in
mind that the Philippines is fond of mineral resources also. Except for
petroleum and a number of metals, mineral resources abound in
Philippine soil. The country’s mineral deposits can be classified into
metals and non-metals. Knowing that the top three minerals which
were Nickel, the first product to make a neodymium magnet, iron, a
suitable material to conduct electromagnetism with, and lastly copper,
which is a good conductor of electricity, but in the researchers’ case,
electrons. A magnetic field pulls and pushes electrons in some objects
near them to make them move. Metals, like copper, have electrons
that are moved easily and can be readily moved from their orbits.
All of these factors are contributing by giving of potential stand
points for conducting the study, the lack of oil deposits in the
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Philippines, energy crises caused by electrical power plants and the
lack of finding a new dependable and consumable energy source, are
the problems that were established in this study’s background.
Theoretical Framework
Electromagnetic theory by James Clerk Maxwell (1873) states
that there are four main electromagnetic interactions:
1. The force of attraction or repulsion between electric charges is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
them.
2. Magnetic poles come in pairs that attract and repel each other,
much as electric charges do.
3. An electric current in a wire produces a magnetic field whose
direction depends on the direction of the current.
4. A moving electric field produces a magnetic field, and vice versa.
Theory of Electromagnetic Fields by Andrzej Wolski (2007) states
that an electromagnetic field (also EMF or EM field) is a physical field
produced by electrically charged objects. It affects the behavior of
charged objects in the vicinity of the field. The electromagnetic field
extends

indefinitely

throughout

space

and

describes

the

electromagnetic interaction.
These theories provide a standpoint that electromagnetic fields
have free electrons floating abound. To conceptualize this theory, free
electrons can generate an average amount of electrical charge which
can be used to produce electricity or act as a power source. These
theories, support our concept that a magnetic field’s electrons can be
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pushed out of place once the magnet is moving in a fast motion, and
the electrons can be picked up by a surrounding conductor.
Research Paradigm
This shows the research paradigm used for the study; the
researchers used the paradigm that coordinates with the format for an
experimental research wherein the two variables are being measured
according to the voltage output.

Alkaline Battery

Magnet Motor

DIFFERENCE IN VOLTAGE AND CURRENT PRODUCTION

Figure 1. Paradigm of the study
Statement of the Problem
This part of the chapter discusses the main problem of the study
and the questions raised by the researchers.
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1. What is the efficiency of magnet motor in terms of voltage and
current generated?
2. What is the efficiency of alkaline batteries in terms of voltage
and current generated?
3. Is there a significant difference between magnet motor and
alkaline batteries in terms of voltage and current production?
4. What significant findings can be concluded from the study?
Hypothesis
This discusses a supposition or proposed explanation made by
the researchers on the basis of limited evidence as a starting point for
further investigation.
There is no significant difference between magnet motor and
alkaline batteries in terms of energy production.
Scope and Delimitation
This study aims to show the efficiency and durability of magnets
being used as a power source, for comparison, the researchers had
established an experimental set up to test both cases, one, the
prototype of a miniature magnet motor, and the other the battery that
will replicate the power generation of modern day power sources. The
prototype is based on local brands of neodymium magnets. The
batteries were bought from a local store, yet the battery was branded
for an accurate result. The basis for the experiment to determine what
is more efficient is based on the objects’ Power/Voltage generation and
in terms of durability, will be determined is whether how long will it
keep an ordinary LED light on. The study does not cover any
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misleading concepts that are not connected to producing power by
means of electro magnetism. The researchers are only limited to the
concept of electromagnetism, electric fields and electromagnetic flux,
and the materials provided to be used in building the prototype.
Significance of the Study
This provides an explanation of the significance of the study. It
includes the meaning of the research work and how the research
benefits or impacts others in part or whole. It discusses what people or
groups of people might benefit from reading this study.
For the Students
This study will provide them some knowledge about magnet
motor as a source of alternative energy that they can use. Country
This study will help countries that is facing energy crisis especially our
country (Philippines) since it provides an alternative source of
electrical power that can be helpful for solving energy crisis.
For the Institution
This study will help the institution by providing additional
knowledge and concept about the existing magnet motors. These
knowledge and concept will be one of the best example that magnet
can be a source of energy and makes the institution aware about the
capability of magnet.
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For the Community
This study will help the community in times of energy crisis by
using magnet motor as a source of alternative electricity since it can
operate efficiently for long period of time.
For Future Researchers
They can acquire additional information and knowledge about
the design of magnet motor. And in the future it can give them
inspiration and motivation to do and try the same thing.
Definition of Terms
This

defines

the

terminologies

that

will

be

mostly

used

throughout the study. It is important to keep in mind these terms in
order to fully understand the concept of the study.
Alternative Source - is any energy source that is an alternative to fossil
fuel. These alternatives are intended to address concerns about such
fossil fuels, such as its high carbon dioxide emissions, an important
factor in global warming.
Electromagnetic Induction - when an uncharged object is held near a
charged object, the uncharged object will be polarized depending on
the charges present.
Electromagnetism - the interaction of electric currents or fields and
magnetic fields.
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Electronics - the branch of physics and technology concerned with the
design of circuits and the innovation of common objects modified with
electronic compartments.
Energy - power derived from the utilization of physical or chemical
resources, especially to provide light and heat or to work machines.
Free Energy - a thermodynamic quantity equivalent to the capacity of
a system to do work. Also it is the result of free moving electrons
along a set-up.
Free Electron - any electron that is not attached to an ion, atom, or
molecule and is free to move under the influence of an applied electric
or magnetic field.
Magnetic Field - a region around a magnetic material or a moving
electric charge within which the force of magnetism acts.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND STUDIES
This chapter provides an overview of previous research on
magnet motors, electromagnetism and the effects of Neodymium and
Ferrite magnets. It introduces the framework for the experimental
study that comprises the main focus of the research described in this
study.
Neodymium Magnet vs. Ferrite Magnet
Neodymium (NdFeB) magnets for the elements they contain –
neodymium, iron and boron, or just NIB – neodymium magnets are
the strongest magnets available. The maximum energy product
(BHmax) of these magnets, which represents the core strength, can be
more than 50MGOe.
Ferrite magnets have been around longer than rare earth
magnets and were first used in the 1960s. Ceramic magnets are
generally less expensive than rare earth magnets but they are not as
strong with a typical BHmax of about 3.5 – about a tenth or less than
that of either neodymium or samarium cobalt magnets (Silvestro,
2013).
With high permeability, cheap price and high temperature
resistance, ferrite magnets are applicable to working environment of
low frequency. They are often used in loudspeakers and voice box.
Due to small size, light weight and strong magnetic strength,
neodymium magnets have variety of applications and good mechanical
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characteristics. They are cost-effective and widely used in modern
industry and electronic technology (Permanentmagnet, 2010).
Although they offer low energy compared to rare earth magnets,
ferrite magnets have won wide acceptance due to their strong
resistance to demagnetization, exceptional corrosion resistance and
low price. It is the most common magnet used in most types of DC
electric motors (ADAMS MAGNETIC PRODUCTS, 2011).
Ceramic and neodymium magnets are each most appropriate for
different applications. Due to their relatively high price and sensitivity
to external conditions, neodymium magnets are best only for
applications where extremely high magnetic fields are needed, such as
powerful turbines and generators and particle physics experiments.
The more inexpensive but weaker ceramic magnets are likely best
used for more run-of-the-mill jobs such as low-power turbines and
generators, classroom science experiments and refrigerator magnets
(Thompson, 2017).
Silvestro (2013) stated that neodymium is much stronger than
the ferrite and the former is the strongest magnet available. According
to Permanentmagnet (2010), ferrite is cheaper and commonly used in
loudspeakers while neodymium is cost effective and usually used in
modern

industry

and

electronics.

Based

on

ADAMS

MAGNETIC

PRODUCTS (2011), magnet motors use ferrite-type of magnet because
it has strong resistance to demagnetization. Thompson (2017) states
that neodymium magnet is best used in powerful turbines where in it
requires extremely high magnetic field, while ferrite is used for simple
classroom experiment that does not require high magnetic field. In all
articles, it portrays that the magnet’s strength is based on it’s BHmax
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that is the indicator for the range of the electromagnetic field produced
and either the neodymium or the ferrite magnets are used for
industrial and commercial use.
Development of Magnet Motor for Energy Production
We used Neodymium magnets are placed on the fins of the fan
which has a capacity of 1-1.4 T. Disc shaped magnets are placed in
such a way that all the north poles or south poles are facing one
direction. This magnet also produces a magnetic field, so both the
magnetic fields repel each other (like poles repel), which causes the
fins to move. The free Energy Generator was fitted onto the 2
wheelers in-front. The power extracted was used to charge a mobile
battery. Few positive results are motivating us to create a better
model to store the energy and use for different necessary applications
by using this free energy. In this research paper, the usage of free
energy was noticed by using a magnet and few satisfactory results are
motivating us to review few research ground work of magnets to
create a perfect strong prototype for better applications (Grover,
Kumar & Ramalla, 2014).
It has been found that by using Neodymium magnet mill can
generate electrical power. Now a day power generation is the main
consideration to meet the future load demand. Commonly wind mill,
thermal, hydel and solar power plant and so on was used for
generating power. In this research work, single input electric power
was used to generate multiple output electric power. Neodymium
Magnets was used to produce the electricity. 12 Neodymium magnet
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setup was produced 8V DC supply. By increasing the magnet setup we
can increase the power output (Manoharank, et.al. 2014).
The most recent claim to have a device, which some would say
violates the 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics and therefore cannot
possibly work, comes from France where an engineer says he is
building a prototype of a “magnetic motor.” This device is called the
LMW9, runs on alternating magnetic forces, uses no fuel, and
obviously makes no pollution. A general description of the device says
it is a cylinder 2 meters long. Inside magnets arranged in a half moon
toggle between attraction and repulsion causing the cylinder to rotate.
If there is rotation and enough torque, its developers say it can run an
electric generator.
Like many such claims this, one could easily be ignored except
for a report that Elon Musk of Tesla Motors fame is reported to have
sent a vice president to Aubagne, France to have a look at it. While
most of us are highly skeptical, some in France are more optimistic
that there may be something to the technology. The inventor, Luc
Besancon, is linked up with a private research organization called the
International Institute for Support of Innovative Scientific Research
that is helping him raise money to complete his prototype.
Besancon hopes to have the first prototype which will generate 8
kilowatts completed by the end of next year. France’s state-owned
utility, EdF, which operates 58 nuclear power plants, is aware of the
development and seems to be in line with many other European firms
waiting to test the prototype — if it actually emerges. Needless to say
utilities such as EdF have mixed emotions about a “magnetic motor,”
cold fusion, or any other technology that would compete with their
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existing generating stations and are waiting for rock solid proof that it
works before commenting. If it turns out that the 2025 Tesla
automobile doesn’t have any batteries, this could be the reason why
(Whipple, 2015).
Batteries or electric wires are currently in wide use for sensor
energy supply. However, industrial waste caused by battery disposal
are recognized as a social issue. Thus, reduction of electric wire weight
can bring weight saving for a car or a plane. We performed a basic
study of development of generation system using ferromagnetic
powders and fluid. Such an electrical generator is inexpensive, uses
kinetic energy naturally available in the living environment such as
wave force, vibration, or shock is maintenance-free and safe. Magnetic
field of a permanent magnet is used in the electrical generator using
ferromagnetic powders that significantly contributes to generation.
Therefore, in this work, we performed electromagnetic analysis using a
general-purpose finite element simulation program and studied the
efficiency of the electrical generator using ferromagnetic powders. We
were able to assess generation efficiency by analyzing the magnetic
flux distribution of the

permanent magnet used for

electricity

generation (The Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers, 2016).
All the articles and studies provide information about the
development of magnet motors and made a prototype of magnetic
motor with different types of magnets. Grover, Kumar & Ramalla
(2014) and Manoharank et al. (2014) used a neodymium magnet in
their prototype. Grover, Kumar & Ramalla (2014) made a free Energy
Generator. Their prototype produced power that is used to charge a
mobile battery. They also stated that neodymium magnet produces a
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satisfactory result in their research. Manoharank et al. (2014) stated
that neodymium magnet mill can generate electricity. He also found
out that 12 neodymium magnet setup produced 8V DC supply and by
increasing the power setup, power output may also increase.
Whipple (2015) narrated that Luc Besancon invented a prototype
of magnetic motor called LMW9, which some would say it violates the
first and second law of thermodynamics. Whipple’s device uses no fuel,
makes no pollution, and will generate 8 kilowatts of electricity. Many
company in France is waiting for this device to be completed including
the Tesla Motors. Whipple (2015) also named a self-looped motorgenerator system, where in larger motor is being powered by smaller
motor, as QMoGen.
Meanwhile, the Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers (2016)
performed a study about the generation system using ferromagnetic
powder and fluid. In this study, they performed electromagnetic
analysis and studied the efficiency of electrical generator made of
ferromagnetic powder.
How Magnet Generates Electricity
The spinning of the electrons around the nucleus of an atom
creates a tiny magnetic field. The electrons in most objects spin in
random directions, and their magnetic forces cancel each other out.
Magnets are different because the molecules in magnets are
arranged so that their electrons spin in the same direction. This
arrangement and movement creates a magnetic force that flows out
from a north-seeking pole and from a south-seeking pole. This
magnetic force creates a magnetic field around a magnet.
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The properties of magnets are used to make electricity. Moving
magnetic fields pull and push electrons. Metals such as copper and
aluminum have electrons that are loosely held. Moving a magnet
around a coil of wire, or moving a coil of wire around a magnet,
pushes the electrons in the wire and creates an electrical current.
Electricity generators essentially convert kinetic energy (the energy of
motion) into electrical energy (EIA 2017).
If a magnet is waved near a wire, the induced electric field will
drag electrons through the wires, since that's what electric fields do
and are. The wire is needed to provide a region of space through which
electrons can move easily. Metals contain a sea of "delocalised"
electrons that can easily move around.
To increase the effect, you can use a coil of wire. Then it's as if
you're moving the magnet past lots of wires, but they're all connected
up together (since they are actually the same wire, in a coil).
If you wind some enamelled wire (wire with a very thin
insulation) around a steel nail (to help concentrate the magnetic flux)
and connect the ends to a neon bulb (which takes very little energy to
power it), you should probably be able to see the bulb flash when you
move the magnet briskly past the coil. I can't remember specifically
which experiments along these lines I've tried myself, but I think this
will probably work.
A dynamo is nothing but a more efficient version of this, with
carefully-shaped magnets and coils, so that you can generate a good
steady flow of electricity via a bicycle wheel or whatever (Purcell
2015).
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The first law of thermodynamics is that matter/energy cannot be
"created" or destroyed. We can convert energy from one form to
another. For instance, in a car, we convert chemical energy (actually
the binding energy of electrons) to heat, which in turn is converted to
kinetic energy (motion).
When you rotate a magnet, you are using kinetic energy to
move it. This kinetic energy can be converted to electrical energy by
taking advantage of the properties of electromagnetism. Since you
can't "create" energy, the amount of electrical energy produced will
always be the same or less than the amount of energy you put in.
Actually, it can't be exactly the same, because there is always at least
some energy converted to heat by friction. This wasted energy results
in an energy conversion "efficiency" which is less than 100%. The
classic application of your example is the electric generator.
One of the most useful and beautifully symmetric principles in
physics is the connection between electricity and magnetism. This
connection can be described like this. Electrons feel the force exerted
by a magnetic field. This is because electrons behave like tiny
magnets, with North and South poles. So a magnetic field will have an
effect on electrons in that field. If the field moves, the electrons in it
will try to move. Conversely, if electrons are in motion (electric current
in a wire, for instance), these moving charges exert a magnetic force
(because of their magnet-like property). Because of the magnetic
properties of electrons, this coil becomes an electromagnet. And we
could go even further. Take that electromagnet, and spin it, and you
have another spinning magnetic field from which you can induce
electricity (Welch, 2010).
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Magnetic induction is the generation of electricity by rotating
coiled wires within a magnetic field. The wire is wrapped around a
cylinder, which then rotates within a space that is surrounded by
magnets. This is the principle behind electricity generation. Current is
created on the wire-coiled cylinder by the kinetic movement of its
rotation. This is due to the magnetic field surrounding the cylinder
inducing electron movement on the coiled wiring. Because electrons
themselves have a negative and positive polarity, movement through
the stationary magnetic field induces a polarity change and hence
electron movement along the coil (De Conceicao, 2017).
Generators use magnets and wire coils to produce electricity.
The electricity is produced by the rapid rotation of wire coils between
the two poles of strong magnets (or the spinning of magnets
surrounded by wire coils). Turbines — driven by a force such as
pressurized steam, moving water, or forceful wind —provide the
spinning power. Magnets are surrounded by magnetic field that can
cause electrons to move in wires turning inside this field. If these wires
are conductive (allowing electrons to flow easily), and if they are
connected in a complete pathway (called a circuit), an electric current
will then run through those wires. While most generators operate by
rapidly turning wire coils inside the two poles of a magnet, it also
works the other way around — we can move a magnetin and out of
wire coils to generate an electric current (Energy for Keeps: Electricity
from Renewable Energy, 2014).
More

than 90% world’s power

is being generated

using

electromagnets based on the Faraday’s law of electro-magnetic
induction. Many new technologies were discovered with time which led
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a drastic change in the perception of electric energy. But at the same
time there is misconception of free energy. Energy becomes free only
at a point after which we don’t have to pay for power generation after
commissioning the unit. By using the magnetic force of magnets
continuous motion (energy) is generated.
All of the article and studies found out that magnet can produce
electricity but there is a required motion to produce energy out of
magnet. All articles and studies state that there are different concepts
in producing electricity out of magnet. EIA (2017) and Purcell (2015)
stated that spinning a magnet around a copper coil produce electricity
because of the magnetic which is one of the property of magnet.
However, Purcell (2015) states that waving a magnet near a wire also
produce electricity. He also added that connecting a neon bulb on the
both end of the wire makes the neon bulb light. He also said that the
mechanism of this is like the mechanism in dynamo.
Welch (2010) stated a specific event that is happening how the
magnet forms electricity. He said that it is the electron that makes the
magnet and copper wire coil produce electricity. He also added that
converting chemical energy to heat, which in turn is converted to
kinetic energy, forms electricity. De Conceicao (2017) states the
magnetic induction wherein magnet generates electricity by rotating
coiled wires within magnetic field. An article entitled “Energy for
Keeps” added that if the wires are conductive and if they are in a
circuit, an electric current will run through those wires.
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Magnet Motors
A magnetic motor (or magnetic energy generator) can provide
electricity without having to use fuel. They are typically built with
magnets and copper wire coils to provide a greener alternative to
electricity. Now think back to science class and the chapter on
magnets. Like poles will repel each other while opposite poles attract
each other. Once the magnetic motor is started, it can be treated as a
turbine that you can receive electrical energy from. Therefore, they
are useful during power outages in the midst of a storm, for example.
Most magnetic generators you think of in this type of scenario,
however, are running off fuel. Now, think what would happen if you
didn’t have the fuel: The generator simply would not run. This is where
the magnet theory comes into play (NuEnergy, 2017).
The magnetic energy that is used to run a motor over time does
not require an outside energy source to generate electricity like the
sun or water. It is running purely on the magnet arrangement.
However, over time, the magnets can lose their magnetism, so they
will have to be replaced at some point to continue to generate
electricity. The biggest problem we are facing is trying to figure out
exactly what type of magnets would work best for this free energy
source (NuEnergy, 2017).
A magnet motor energy generator works, but the science behind
this revolutionary concept needs some more developing and work
through to become a reliable energy source to reduce our dependence
on fossil fuels (Magnet Motor Energy, 2017).
Magnetic motor rotates in perpetual motion. Perpetual motion is
motion that continues indefinitely without any external source of
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energy. A perpetual motion machine (i.e. magnet motor) produces
work without any source external energy, thus it breaks the law of
energy conversation. This motor runs on with help of a single magnet.
This motor works on the principal of magnetic induction. The
motion of rotor is occurring due to by changing flux of magnet. If we
hold the magnet near the rotor, it’ll rotate fast and holding far than it’ll
rotate slower. Thus happen due to change of magnetic flux. Revolution
of the rotor due to magnet gives us some mechanical work. If we
connect the rotor with generator, it’ll give us some electricity. Thus the
mechanical energy is converted into electric energy.
Applications of magnet motor. Industrial drives, e.g., pumps,
fans,

blowers,

mills,

hoists,

handling

systems.

elevators

and

escalators, people movers, light railways and streetcars (trams),
electric road vehicles, aircraft flight control surface actuation.
Advantages of magnet motor. No electrical energy is absorbed
by the field excitation system and thus there are no excitation losses
which means substantial increase in the efficiency. Higher torque
and/or output power per volume than when using electromagnetic
excitation.

Better

dynamic

performance

than

motors

with

electromagnetic excitation (higher magnetic flux density in the air
gap). Simplification of construction and maintenance. Reduction of
prices for some types of machines.
Disadvantages of magnet motor. Low speed range at high
constant power but hybrid design with reluctance torque allows phase
advance to extend speed range with high energy permanent magnet
can give 3:1 speed range and do not need any change of ratio. Magnet
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corrosion and possible demagnetization. High cost of permanent
magnets (Daraniya, Patel, 2015).
Permanent magnet machines have been used for many years in
applications where simplicity of structure and a low initial cost have
been of primary importance. Modern permanent magnet machines are
competitive both in performance and cost with many types of
machines. The materials used for permanent magnets tend to be
brittle and in many cases have various metallurgical defects, including
excessive porosity. One approach to this problem has been to attach
the magnet to the shaft by means of circumferential clamping. Another
approach has been to use an adhesive material to secure the magnet
to the shaft (Aleksashkin, A. & Mikkola, A., 2008).
All articles provide that most industries use magnets as a means
of load for essential energy production. They also give information
about the magnet motors, and its uses. Magnets are also used as a
form of electrical power supply, but also for mechanical use in the
working field.
According to NuEnergy (2017), magnet motor is typically made
up of magnets and copper wire coils that provides electricity without
using fuel. It will also be useful during power outages. In addition, the
organization states that magnets that is used in the motor can lose
magnetism, and need to be replaced to generate electricity. Also, the
type of magnet that will be used in the motor is a biggest problem. An
article entitled “Magnet Motor Energy” added that this revolutionary
concept of magnet motors needs more development to become a
reliable source of electricity. Daraniya and Patel (2015) states that
magnetic motors rotate in perpetual motion. Thus, it is somehow
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relevant to perpetual motion machine which produces work without
any source of external energy, so it is said to break the law of energy
conservation.
Daraniya and Patel (2015) also stated the uses, advantages and
disadvantages of magnet motors. They added that industrial drives
such as pumps, fans, and mills uses magnetic motors. It also states
the advantages and disadvantages of using magnetic motor as a
source of electricity. One of its advantage is it simplifies the
construction and maintenance so it reduces the price for some types of
machines. On the other hand, there could be magnet corrosion and
demagnetization and permanent magnets can be costly. On the other
hand, permanent magnet machines, as stated by Aleksashkin and
Mikkola (2008), is used for many years and has low initial cost.
Modern

permanent

magnet

machines

are

competitive

both

in

performance and cost.
The Other Sources of Energy
We need a source to generate free electricity. The standard
generators that come to mind use fuel as the output power, magnet
generators are claiming to run purely off a magnetic arrangement.
Free electricity is an alternative energy source that is shown to be
more efficient and cleaner than what we currently use. It is also a
more affordable energy source. The law of energy states that the total
energy of an isolated system remains constant and is said to be
conserved over time. Energy cannot be created or destroyed. Instead,
it is transformed from one form to another (Gutfleisch et al., 2011).
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A new energy paradigm, consisting of greater reliance on
renewable energy sources and increased concern for energy efficiency
in the total energy lifecycle, has accelerated research into energyrelated technologies. Due to their ubiquity, magnetic materials play an
important role in improving the efficiency and performance of devices
in electric power generation, conditioning, conversion, transportation,
and other energy-use sectors of the economy. This review focuses on
the state-of-the-art hard and soft magnets and magnetocaloric
materials,

with

an

emphasis

on

their

optimization

for

energy

applications. Specifically, the impact of hard magnets on electric motor
and transportation technologies, of
electricity

generation

and

soft magnetic

conversion

materials on

technologies,

and

of

magnetocaloric materials for refrigeration technologies, are discussed.
The synthesis, characterization, and property evaluation of the
materials, with an emphasis on structure–property relationships, are
discussed in the context of their respective markets, as well as their
potential impact on energy efficiency. Finally, considering future
bottlenecks in raw materials, options for the recycling of rare-earth
intermetallic for hard magnets will be discussed (Gutfleisch et al.,
2011).
A very stable magnet power supply is required in an accelerator
to achieve acceptable beam dynamics. Many factors affect the stability
of a magnetic power supply, so design of the magnetic power supply
requires much attention to noise-reduction schemes and to good
processing of the signals from the feedback stage. Among the
permanent magnets hard ferrites have special role by virtue of their
low cost and reasonable magnetic properties. A new source of
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electricity arises to match our main source of electricity from different
plants

such

as

geothermal

plants,

nuclear

power

plants,

and

hydrothermal power plants. This new source of power plant is from
magnets (Choi et al., 2016).
Researchers at Virginia Tech have built a device that uses a pair
of magnets and a piezoelectric lever to convert wasted heat to useful
electricity. The system is the first working, bulk-scale example of a
thermo-magneto-electric generator, a new type of thermal energy
harvester designed to operate efficiently without the large temperature
gradients required by most systems. Thermal energy harvesters
recover waste heat, a significant source of energy loss in homes,
manufacturing plants, and vehicles.
Converting some of the lost heat to electricity would lessen
overall fuel consumption, cutting costs and reducing environmental
impacts. By siphoning off heat more quickly, it would also increase the
performance of systems with electrical components, which operate
more efficiently at lower temperatures (Nelsen E., 2017).
Batteries offer distinct benefits as a source electricity such as
being power source ready and being efficient. Though it has many
advantages, it also has its own limitations like the lack of longevity
and being costly. In terms of energy storage, batteries store energy
reasonably well and lasts a long time (Battery University, 2015).
All articles portray that the great quality magnets are very
practical to use in favor to produce useful electricity. This new source
of energy aims to provide cheaper but efficient production of electricity
in homes, manufacturing plants and hybrid electric vehicles. Gutfleisch
et al. (2011) state that source is needed to generate free electricity
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and magnet can be one of the source. They also state that magnets
play an important role in developing the efficiency and performance of
devices in power generation. Choi et al. (2016) added that the design
of the magnetic power supply is one of the factors that affect its
stability and this requires much attention to noise-reduction scheme.
They also stated that the new source of power plant is from magnet.
On the other hand, Nelsen (2017) and Battery University (2015)
stated in their articles that there are many ways in producing
electricity through magnets' contribution just like in the article where a
pair of magnets and a piezoelectric lever is used to convert wasted
heat to useful electricity.
In addition, other sources of energy like batteries are some sort
of high performance and more efficient but costly production of
electricity. It is true that it has its own advantages but it also has its
own limitations like lack of long existence or service of energy
production and being costly.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
This chapter deals with the research methodology of the study,
including the research design, the research instrument that will be
used for the study, data gathering procedures and the statistical
treatment that will be used to measure the data.
Research Design
The researchers used a true-experimental approach towards this
study. A true experiment is a type of experimental design where the
researchers manipulate one variable, and control/randomizes the rest
of the variables. There are three criteria that must be met in order for
an experiment to be determined as a true experiment: At least one
experimental and control group. In this case, the manipulated variable
is the magnet motor prototype built by the researchers and the C2
Alkaline battery as the control group, as the basis of the study is
power generated.
The true-experimental study aims to find an alternative power
source with the use of a very common material, in this case a
neodymium magnet. The researchers had built a prototype able to
match or not overpower the alkaline filled battery. The concept of
magnetism is still at question and many speculations are saying that
the electromagnetic field projected by the magnet doesn’t form a free
flowing sphere with free electrons are loose and scattered around the
field. The study also shows the concept of electromagnetism as an
alternative approach for consumable energy. In order to test all of
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these speculations, the researchers’ prototype of a magnetic motor will
either support or disprove some of these speculations and give another
path towards the road of attaining a new power source from a more
attainable component. The voltage generated between the variables
will be the standpoint of gathering data and for comparison of whether
which material proved to be more efficient and durable in energy
production.
Research Instrument
The researchers used an experimental prototype, thus made a
miniature scale of a magnetic motor/battery. The magnet motor
consists of five (5) neodymium magnets, which are common and is
locally made. The researchers also made use of smaller scale magnets.

Figure 2. 10mm x 10mm neodymium magnet
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Figure 3. PVC pipe with 250 windings with five (5) neodymium
magnets
The prototype also made use of enamel coated copper wiring
which is very sensitive to pick up electrons or flowing currents from
nearby sources. The enamel coated wiring best suits our experimental
prototype, it is said to be a good conductor and has a good reaction
towards the magnetic field of the magnet.

Figure 4. Three (3) meters of enamel coated copper wiring

The support and base for the magnet motor are composed of
common

handicraft

materials,

like

sticks,

illustration

boards,

styrofoam, and metals and wirings. Adhesives such as glue and paste
were also used, but as such for connecting the wires to the source A
Soldering iron and lead were used. The voltage on both the control
group (alkaline battery) and the prototype were recorded as a basis
for comparison. The voltage will indicate the difference in electric
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potential between two points of a conducting wire when an electric
current of one ampere dissipates one watt of power between those
points.

Figure 5. Preview of the magnet motor

Figure 6. House diorama storing the magnet motor
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The researchers also made use of a table to log in the data taken
from the tester. The data for comparison will be voltage or the electric
potential difference between our two variables. The experiment will
undergo three trials, each having the same period of run time until the
LED light burns out. The tester will measure the amount of voltage
that each set up has. Until all trials have been successful and logged
within this table, that Is the time when the researchers can compare
the voltage reading on each trial per variable, to know which set up
had the most production in electricity.
Table 1
Magnet Motor Data Table
MAGNET
MOTOR
VOLTAGE
CURRENT
POWER FACTOR

TRIAL 1

TRIAL 2

TRIAL 3

TOTAL
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Table 2
Alkaline Battery Data table
ALKALINE

TRIAL 1

TRIAL 2

TRIAL 3

TOTAL

BATTERY
VOLTAGE
CURRENT

POWER FACTOR

Data Gathering Procedure
Data collection of any system that consumes electrical energy
requires at least three basic measurements voltage, current, and PF
for energy analysis calculations. Utility meters collect all these data, it
is a device that measures the amount of electric energy consumed by
a residence, a business, or an electrically powered device. The
researchers measured the data by using a utility meter, in this case an
electrical meter. One of these meters can be easily used to obtain all
necessary data for an electrical system. The researchers made use of
an electrical meter in order to measure the voltage of each set up.
Each set up has three trials and each trial the researchers will measure
the voltage and the duration of the LED light. To measure voltage on
an electronic circuit, or in this case, the two ends of the copper wire,
the researchers will touch the leads of the electric meter to any two
points in the circuit. The electric meter displays the voltage that exists
between those two points. The observed electric potential difference
will then be logged into the data table.
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The experiment for observing the power produced will undergo
three (3) trials. The set-up and factors affecting the experiment in
each trial will not change and will be consistent all throughout. The
trials will serve as an assurance that the data acquired were noted
accurately. The three main outputs required, voltage, current and the
power factor. Will be measured using a utility meter, but for precision
the researchers had computed the data for relevance. The total of
each factor will also be taken for a much easier comparison.
The Alkaline battery used has a nominal voltage of one and five
tenths volts (1.5 V), a typical capacity of eight hundred sixty to one
thousand two hundred milliamperes per hour (860-1,200 mAh) and it
is noted to be a non-rechargeable.
Table 3
AWG Wire Gauge Chart
Wire Gauge Chart
AWG

Dia Inch

Dia mm

Resistance Ohms/M
Copper

4/0=0000

0.460

11.7

0.000161

3/0=000

0.410

10.4

0.000203

2/0=00

0.365

9.26

0.000256

1/0=0

0.325

8.25

0.000323

1

0.289

7.35

0.000407

2

0.258

6.54

0.000513

3

0.229

5.83

0.000647

4

.204

5.19

0.000815

5

0.182

4.62

0.00103

6

0.162

4.11

0.00130
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7

0.144

3.66

0.00163

8

0.128

3.26

0.00206

9

0.114

2.91

0.00260

10

0.102

2.59

0.00328

11

0.0907

2.30

0.00413

12

0.0808

2.05

0.00521

13

0.0720

1.83

0.00657

14

0.0641

1.63

0.00829

15

0.0571

1.45

0.0104

16

0.0508

1.29

0.0132

17

0.0453

1.15

0.0166

18

0.0403

1.02

0.0210

19

0.0359

0.912

0.0264

20

0.0320

0.812

0.0333

21

0.0285

0.723

0.0420

22

0.0253

0.644

0.0530

23

0.0226

0.573

0.0668

24

0.0201

0.511

0.0842

25

0.0179

0.455

0.106

26

0.0159

0.405

0.134

27

0.0142

0.361

0.169

28

0.0126

0.321

0.213

29

0.0113

0.286

0.268

30

0.0100

0.255

0.339

31

0.00893

0.227

0.427

32

0.00795

0.202

0.538

33

.00708

0.180

0.679
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34

0.00631

0.160

0.856

35

0.00562

0.143

1.08

36

0.00500

0.127

1.36

37

0.00445

0.113

1.72

38

0.00397

0.101

2.16

39

0.00353

0.0897

2.73

40

0.00314

0.0799

3.44

41

0.00280

0.07112

4.34

42

0.00249

0.0633

5.47

43

0.00222

0.0564

6.90

44

0.00198

0.0502

8.70

45

0.00176

0.0447

10.98

Table 3 shows various data including both the resistance of the
various wire gauges and the allowable current (ampacity) based on a
copper conductor with plastic insulation. The diameter information in
the table applies to solid wires. Stranded wires are calculated by
calculating the equivalent cross sectional copper area. Fusing current
(melting wire) is estimated based on 25 °C ambient temperature. The
table below assumes DC, or AC frequencies equal to or less than
60 Hz, and does not take skin effect into account. Turns of wire is an
upper limit for wire with no insulation.
AA, AAA and other, less standard, batteries put out a nominal
voltage of 1.5 volts. The voltage in these batteries will slowly decrease
throughout the batteries' lifespans. The batteries will continue working
until the voltage reaches 1.1v, at which point the batteries are no
longer useful and must be replaced. The following tables show the
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average discharge, milliamperes per hour, watts per hour and joules
that a AAA, AA, C, and D battery produced.
Table 4
Energy storage in AAA batteries, AA batteries, A batteries, C cells and
D cells
Battery Type AAA
Avg. voltage

milli-Amp

Watt-

Joules

During

hours

hours

J

discharge

(mAh)

Wh

1.225

1150

1.41

5071

Carbon-zinc

1.1

320

0.35

1268

Nickel-

1.2

300

0.36

1296

1.2

800

0.96

3456

Alkaline
Long-life

Cadmium
NiMH

Battery Type AA
Alkaline

1.225

2122

2.60

9360

Carbon-zinc

1.1

591

0.65

2340

Nickel-

1.2

1000

1.20

4320

NiMH

1.2

2100

2.52

9072

Lithium Ion

3.6

853

3.1

11050

Long-life

Cadmium

Battery Type A
Alkaline

1.225

2122

2.60

9360

1.1

591

0.65

2340

Long-life
Carbon-zinc
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Nickel-

1.2

1000

1.20

4320

NiMH

1.2

2100

2.52

9072

Lithium Ion

3.6

853

3.1

11050

Cadmium

Battery Type C
Alkaline

1.225

2122

2.60

9360

Carbon-zinc

1.1

591

0.65

2340

Nickel-

1.2

1000

1.20

4320

NiMH

1.2

2100

2.52

9072

Lithium Ion

3.6

853

3.1

11050

Long-life

Cadmium

Battery Type D
Alkaline

1.225

2122

2.60

9360

Carbon-zinc

1.1

591

0.65

2340

Nickel-

1.2

1000

1.20

4320

NiMH

1.2

2100

2.52

9072

Lithium Ion

3.6

853

3.1

11050

Long-life

Cadmium
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Table 5
Volume for cell sizes AAA, AA, C, and D
Battery Volume Alkaline
Cell

ml

Size

Carbon-

Weight

Zinc

g

Weight

NiCad

NiMH

Weight Weight
g

g

Lithium Ion
Weight g

g
AAA

3.9

12

9.7

11

12

AA

8.3

24

19

29

26

C

26.5

65

48

85

82

D

55.8

135

98

200

170
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A schematic, or schematic diagram, is a representation of the
elements of a system using abstract, graphic symbols rather than
realistic pictures. The researchers represented the circuit alike to
Graetz’s (1992) circuit to further give emphasis on the Faraday’s Law
of Induction.


First the researchers added a diode bridge that will take the
alternating electrical output of our coil, and get it flowing in one
direction. The Diode Bridge (or Graetz circuit) is shown below
for

a

good

Figure 7. Graetz circuit

description

of

how

this

functions.
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The diode bridge can also be made out of four individual diodes.
The researchers chose a package that combined them into one unit.
With this diode bridge, the researchers can light just one LED since all
the electricity will flow in one direction.


The researchers installed a storage device to smooth out the
current, and provide a steady flow of electricity instead of the
short bursts provided from the coil. A capacitor (C1) functions
exactly this way. Without the capacitor, the LED would blink on
and off like a strobe light.



Some human-powered flashlights use rechargeable batteries to
store more power. The researchers used a capacitor to smooth
the current out.



The researchers used a resistor (R1) in series with the diode. In
this case, the researchers used a 300 Ohm resistor. This limits
the flow of electricity through the diode.

Figure 8. Completed magnet motor prototype circuit
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Statistical Treatment
This discusses the component of analyzing the data. In the
context of it involves collecting and scrutinizing every data sample in a
set of items from which samples can be drawn.
It refers to the mean or average that is used to derive the
central tendency of the data in question. It is determined by adding all
the data points in a population and then dividing the total by the
number of points. The resulting number is known as the mean or the
average.
Formula:

Where
- Mean
- sum of all data values
–number of data items in sample
Standard Deviation (Sx)
This is a quantity calculated to indicate the extent of deviation
for a group as a whole.
Formula:

Where
- Standard deviation
– each value in the data set
– number of values in the data set
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– mean of all values in the data set
- “The sum of”
T-test (t)
The t-test is an analysis of two populations’ means through the
use of statistical examination.
Formula:

Where
– T-test
– mean of sample 1
– mean of sample 2
– Variance of sample 1
– Variance of sample 2
– number of subjects in sample 1
– number of subjects in sample 2
Efficiency of an electrical apparatus
This is defined as the ratio of the output power with respect to
the input power.

Where

– produced voltage in a system
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– produced current in a system
(Power Factor: The smaller the output voltage ratio, the lower
the efficiency will be.)
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Chapter 4
DATA PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS, AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

This chapter presents the data collected from the experimental
set up, both from the magnet motor prototype and from common
household lithium ion batteries. This describes the analysis of data
followed by a short description of the data measured and manually
computed.
Statement of the Problem 1: What is the efficiency of magnet motor
in terms of voltage and current generated?
Statement of the problem 1 intends to determine the voltage
and current produced by means of magnet motor. This magnet motor
is made of American Wire Gauze (AWG) magnetic wire, tube, and
neodymium magnet. The voltage and current are measured through
the use of a multi-tester. The unit used for the voltage is Volt/s while
the unit used for the current is Ampere/s.
MAGNET

TRIAL 1

TRIAL 2

TRIAL 3

MEAN

SD

0.20 V

0.10 V

0.50 V

0.30 V

0.17

0.58 A

0.29 A

1.47 A

0.78 A

0.50

MOTOR

VOLTAGE
(V)

CURRENT
(I)

Table 6: Magnet Motor Data Table
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Table 6 shows the measured voltage and current taken from the
magnet motor. Each trial used a variation on the amount of magnets
to be used. The lowest voltage output is ten hundredths volts (0.10 V),
and the highest is one fifty hundredths volts (0.50 V).The average
voltage is three tenths volts (0.3 V).The lowest current output is
twenty-nine hundredths amperes (0.29 A) and on the highest current
output is forty-seven hundredths amperes (1.47 A).The average
current produced is seventy-eight hundredths amperes (0.78 A).
Voltage

Efficiency %

0.20 V

11.6%

0.10 V

2.9%

0.50 V

73.5%

Average Voltage: 0.30V

23.4%

Table 7: Efficiency Table (Magnet Motor)
Table 7 shows the efficiency of the output power of the magnet
motor. The magnet motor shows to be very efficient in about zero and
five hundredths volts (0.50V) with an efficiency of 73.5%, meaning
that the magnet motor has a balanced output of voltage and current.
On the other hand, the magnet motor showed to function poorly with
voltages of zero and tenths volts (0.10V) with an efficiency of only
2.9%, wherein the produced current does not satisfy the produced
voltage and no electricity was produced.
From the data gathered, it is observed that if the generated
voltage rises, the generated current also rises. This shows that the
relationship between the voltage and current is proportional. This
explains the concept of the ohm’s law wherein it states that the
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electrical current (I) flowing in a circuit is proportional to the
voltage (V) and inversely proportional to the resistance (R). The data
gathered fits the law’s concept. The amount of magnets used also
relates to the amount of voltage it will produce, this is due to the
strong magnetic flux created by the magnetic field as the magnets
were stacked altogether. Loose electrons were picked up by the copper
wire, these electrons were transformed into electrical energy, more
magnets, the higher the output it will produce.
This supports the statement of EIA (2017) and Purcell (2015)
that magnet motor and coiled wire can produce a magnetic flux
capable of transforming electrons into electricity and can light a bulb.
Manoharank’s,et.al. (2014) prototype which generated 8V DC supply,
this small magnet motor which is 56% smaller than Manoharank’s
prototype, produced an average of 0.3V. Given it’s small size and the
total output it produced it is capable to light a LED which is a small
representation of the light bulb that Manoharank used. This proves
that at a sufficient magnetic flux, the magnets are capable of
producing an amount of electricity.
Statement of the Problem 2: What is the efficiency of alkaline
batteries in terms of voltage and current generated?
Statement of the Problem 2 aims to know the voltage and
current produced by alkaline batteries. The effectiveness of alkaline
batteries is being determined by the voltage and by the current
generated. A multi-tester is also used to measure the energy
production of the battery such as voltage and current.
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ALKALINE

TRIAL 1

TRIAL 2

TRIAL 3

MEAN

SD

1.50 V

3V

4.50 V

3V

1.22

0.82 A

0.82 A

0.82 A

0.82 A

0

BATTERY

VOLTAGE
(V)

CURRENT
(I)

Table 8 : Alkaline Battery Data Table
Table 8 shows the measured voltage and current taken from the
alkaline battery. The lowest voltage output is one and fifty hundredths
volts (1.50 V), and the highest voltage output is four and fifty
hundredths volts (4.50 V). The current output is the same in each
trial. The average voltage produced by the alkaline battery is 3 volts (3
V) and the average current produced is eighty-two hundredths
amperes (0.82A).
Voltage

Efficiency %

1.50 V

12.3%

3V

24.6%

4.50 V

36.9%

Average Voltage: 3V

24.6%

Table 9 : Efficiency Table (Magnet Motor)
Table 9 shows the efficiency of the output power of the alkaline
battery. The alkaline battery shows to be very efficient in about four
and five hundredths volts (4.50V) with an efficiency of 36.9%,
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meaning that the battery has a balanced output of voltage and
current.
According from the data gathered, the voltage has a progressive
difference of 1.5V. The reason for the constant difference in voltage
lies within the way the batteries are connected to one another. The
batteries are connected in a series connection meaning that its
components are connected in an end-to-end line to form a single path
for electrons to flow. The single path that the electrons are flowing
carries the total amount of voltage from the component it passes
through, in this case the battery. The voltage adds up until the
electrons reach the end of the circuit to produce an output. The series
connection is also the reason why the current is constant all
throughout the trials. A current that enters a terminal will leave the
terminal in the same amount, since the current travels only a single
path it is constant.
The statement of Battery University (2015) that the battery has
its own disadvantages such as limitations to further omit a sustainable
electrical flow and its short life time. The output of an alkaline battery
differs, depending on the way the battery source nodes are connected.
Statement of the Problem 3: Is there a significant difference
between magnet motor and alkaline batteries in terms of voltage and
current production?
Statement of the problem 3
significant

difference

between

intends to identify if there is a
the

magnet

motor

and

alkaline

batteries. The significant difference between the two is in terms of
generated voltage and current. The magnet motor and alkaline
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batteries are the independent variables while the voltage and the
current produced are the dependent variables.
VOLTAGE

MEAN

SD

DECISION

0.30 V

0.17

Reject null

MAGNET
MOTOR

-3.83
ALKALINE

3V

2.571

hypothesis

1.22

BATTERY

Table 10 : Significant Difference between Magnet Motor and Alkaline
Battery in terms of Voltage
Table 10 shows the significant difference between the magnet
motor and the alkaline battery in terms of voltage. A T-test was used
in order to determine the significant difference between the two
variables. As a result from the t-test, the computed t-value is less than
the critical value of

2.571, therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected

and the difference is significant. The battery overweighs the computed
mean of the magnet motor by ten percent (10%) of its generated
output.
Based on the data gathered, magnets can exert a force at a
distance, just like electric charges.

The effects of the voltage of

magnets are described in terms of a magnetic field, much in the same
way that the effects of charges are described by the electric field. The
researchers have already invoked this concept of a magnetic field in
the previous section.

Magnetic fields permeate space and are

strongest near a permanent magnet or electromagnet. The difference
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in terms of voltage between the two variables is based on the
orientation that the material exhibits. The battery has its base voltage
depending on the voltage that the battery can hold, while the voltage
output that the magnet exhibits depends on the induced voltage.
The study conducted by De Conceicao (2017) said that magnetic
induction is the generation of electricity by rotating coiled wires within
a magnetic field. This is the principle behind electricity generation. A
current is created on the wire-coiled cylinder by the kinetic movement
of its rotation. This is due to the magnetic field surrounding the
cylinder inducing electron movement on the coiled wiring. This will not
generate as much as an alkaline battery.

CURRENT

MEAN

SD

0.78 A

0.50

DECISION

MAGNET
MOTOR

Do not reject null hypothesis
ALKALINE

0.82 A

0

-0.14

2.571

BATTERY

Table 11 : Significant Difference between Magnet Motor and Alkaline
Battery in terms of Current
Table 11 shows the significant difference between the magnet
motor and the alkaline battery in terms of current. A T-test was used
in order to determine the significant difference between the two
variables. As a result from the t-test, the computed t-value is less than
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the critical value of

2.571, therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be

rejected and the difference is not significant. The computed t-value
between the average current of the battery and the average current of
the magnet motor shows that there is only ten thousandths percent
(0.0001%) difference of the average current generated. The magnet
motor exhibits an alternating current in terms of voltage (ACV) that
spikes up inconsistently, produce a current the same amount the 1.5V
battery does.
According to the data gathered, the current flowing from the
magnet motor is not far from the current flowing from the battery,
even though the experiment conducted had no resistance. The reason
for this is because the direction of the current flowing in the wire is in
reverse. When the current is in reverse, the north and south poles are
reversed again. Each time the current is reversed, the north and south
poles will exchange places. The output will be an alternating current
which in give a alternating positive and negative charge every time the
magnet passes through the coil.
The study conducted by the EIA (2017) showed that moving
magnetic fields pull and push electrons. Metals such as copper and
aluminum have electrons that are loosely held. Moving a magnet
around a coil of wire, or moving a coil of wire around a magnet,
pushes the electrons in the wire and creates an electrical current. The
thickness of the coil can either out match or even out most of the
power supplies present today.
Statement of the Problem 4: What significant findings can be
concluded from the study?
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The findings show that the magnet motor closely matched the
alkaline battery in terms of current production, with a two percent
(2%) difference between the two. This was inferred through the
thickness of the AWG magnetic wire used which is a 30 AWG wire
which is capable of picking up a current almost equivalent to the
current produced by the alkaline battery. In terms of the voltage
produced, the magnet motor fell under a total of ten percent (10%)
which showed that the stacked three (3)of alkaline batteries which has
one and five tenths volts (1.5 V) showed a promising production of
voltage rather than the magnet motor.
The number of loops, on the other hand, increased the amount
of voltage produced significantly by a hundred percent (100%) from a
typical zero and two tenths volts (0.2 V) increased significantly to zero
and 4 tenths volts (0.4 V). Using an AWG 30 magnetic wire the
number of loops double the amount of voltage that the magnet will
produce and the current it will pick up. The number of magnets from
one to four, increased the total magnetic flux from five thousand six
hundred and thirty five millionths Tesla (0.005623 T) to two thousand
two hundred fifty-four hundred thousandths Tesla (0.02254 T).
The concept of Faraday's Law (1831) applies to the data
gathered, where
flux through

a

in it relates the
loop

to

the

rate

magnitude

of change
of

of magnetic

the electro-motive

force induced in the loop. The electromotive force’s values alter
depending on the amount of magnets stacked, number of windings
and the length of the passage wherein the magnets will have to
completely pass through the coil.
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION, AND
RECOMMENDATION
This chapter presents the summary of findings, conclusion, and
recommendation proposed by the researchers upon analysing the data
they gathered.
Summary of Findings
The aim of this study is to determine if there is a significant
difference between the magnet motor and alkaline battery in terms of
voltage and current production. The researchers made a prototype of
magnet motor and test its voltage and current. The following are the
significant findings of the study:
1. Magnet motor is efficient in voltages exceeding the average
voltage and not less than or equal to the lowest voltage taken
(See table 4), in producing or generating voltage and current
that can be used to light an LED bulb. The experiment produces
voltage that lights up an LED bulb through continuous movement
of magnet around the copper coil.
2. Alkaline battery is efficient depending only in its indicated
voltage ratio (See table 6), in producing an output current and
voltage, but it last only on a short period of time. The data
gathered also shows that the battery produced consistent
amount of current and high amount of voltage.
3. The difference between the voltage production of magnet motor
and alkaline battery is very significant.
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4. There is no significant difference between the magnet motor and
alkaline battery in terms current production. The difference
between current production of magnet motor and alkaline
battery is not much. The performance of both the magnet motor
and alkaline battery is almost the same in terms of current
production.
Conclusion
Based on the findings of the study, the following conclusions are
presented:
1. The magnet motor is suitable to be a power source for any
device as long as the system’s required is proportional to the
magnet’s magnetic flux to satisfy the needed voltage.
2. The concept of electromagnetism all throughout this study
strongly proved that magnets have a potential to emit an electric
charge throughout a terminal, and can produce the average
amount of voltage to supply an apparatus.
3. A magnetic field is not a solid as conceptualized by skeptics. The
magnetic field is a flexible dome-like structure wherein its
electrons float about and it is proven by the potential of a
magnet to generate electricity.
4. The magnet, when inside a terminal, will produce a decent
amount of voltage and current to supply an apparatus with no
resistance within its nodes and only requires motion to operate
the motor.
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Recommendation
Based

on

the

conclusions

of

the

study,

the

following

recommendations are given:
As the data and the model experiment showed that the magnets
are not just for common day to day uses, instead the magnet is much
more capable than that. It is recommended that magnets are to be
used as a power source, knowing also that its magnetic field decays
per one thousand years. For other details regarding a future prototype
to be created by future researchers, it is recommended that attaching
magnets, two adjacent and one 90 degrees off is recommended. It is
also advisable to use more magnets in building a magnet motor
prototype. The study helps remove the misconception that the
magnetic field emits a solid field which pushes other fields away. The
study is recommended to help the students as they use it

to gain

knowledge in knowing the potential that a common magnet has and
how it produces a form of free electrical energy. This study also
contributes to the community as a form of solution to an energy crisis
by using magnets as a form of an alternative power supply. The study
also provides strong points that support Maxwell’s electromagnetism
theory, wherein theorists can use as a basis for electromagnetism and
induced voltage reading. The study is an overall starting point for
other researchers to come up with another prototype which trickle the
magnets magnetic flux in producing more energy.
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APPENDIX A
Voltage Tests
Voltage - Test 1

Voltage - Test 2

Voltage - Test 3
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Current - Test 1
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APPENDIX B
Current Tests
Current - Test 2

25
25
5

Current - Test 3
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RESULTS:
S/D

1

2

3

Average

Voltage

0.65

1.45

2

1.37

Current

0.12

0.265

0.325

0.24
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APPENDIX C
Induced Voltage Computations
4 Neodymium Magnets
Magnetic Flux : 0.016905 T
Time : 10 s
Number of Turns : 250

Induced Voltage : 0.42 V
1 Neodymium Magnet
Magnetic Flux : 0.005635 T
Time : 10 s
Number of Turns : 250
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Induced Voltage : 0.14 V
2 Neodymium Magnets
Magnetic Flux : 0.01127T
Time : 10 s
Number of Turns : 250

Induced Voltage : 0.0.28 V
GAUSS TO TESLA CONVERSION

1 Gauss [G]
=

0.000 1 Tesla [T]

In every unit of Tesla (T) it is equivalent to ten thousand Gauss
(10,000 G)
5635 G = T

T= 0.5623 T
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